
 

North Devon Crematorium Joint Committee 

 

 

A meeting of the above Committee will be held at the Crematorium, Barnstaple on 
FRIDAY 7th FEBRUARY 2020 AT 2.30 p.m. 

 

Members: Representing North Devon Council 
 

Councillors Bulled, Cann (Vice Chairman), Davis, Gubb, Lovering, Phillips 
and Walker 
 

  Representing Torridge District Council 
 

Councillors Christie, Gubb, Harding, A. Inch (Chairman) and Pennington. 
 

 
 
 AGENDA 

 
1. Apologies for Absence. 
 
2. To approve as a correct record the minutes of the meeting held on 8th 
 November 2019 (attached). 
 
 (a) Matters Arising 
 
3. Items brought forward which, in the opinion of the Chairman, should be 

considered by the meeting as a matter of urgency. 
 
4. Declarations of Interest. 
 
5. To agree the agenda between Part ‘A’ and Part ‘B’ (Confidential Restricted 

Information). 
 
PART ‘A’ 
 
6. Crematorium Matters. Report by the Crematorium Manager (attached) 
 
7. Performance Monitoring Quarter 3 2019/2020 Report by Treasurer (attached) 
 
8. 2020/21 Budget, Fees and Charges. Report by Treasurer (attached) 
 
9. Dates of Future meetings: 
 

 Recommended that the following dates be agreed: 
 

 Friday 19th June 2020 @ 2.30 p.m. 
 Friday 7th August 2020 @ 2.30 p.m. 
 Friday 6th November 2020 @ 2.30 p.m. 
 Friday 5th February 2021 @ 2.30 p.m. 
 



 
 
PART ‘B’ (Confidential/Restricted Information) 
 
Nil 
 
 
NOTE:  Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985 
 
In addition to any document specifically mentioned, reports included in this Agenda 
will have been prepared with reference to any or all of the following: 
 
1. All relevant statutory provisions. 
2. All relevant Government circulars and ministerial advice. 
3. All relevant adopted policies of the Council. 
4. Capital Works Programme. 
5. Current Estimates. 
6. Standing Orders 
7. Consultants’ opinion and advice. 
8. Published works relevant to the subject of the report. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 



NORTH DEVON COUNCIL 
 
Minutes of a meeting of the NORTH DEVON CREMATORIUM JOINT 
COMMITTEE held at the Crematorium, Barnstaple on Friday 8th November 
2019 at 2.30 p.m. 
 
Present: Representing North Devon District Council 
 

Councillors Bulled, Cann, Y.Gubb, Lovering, Phillips and Walker 
 

  Representing Torridge District Council 
 

Councillors Christie, J.Gubb, Harding, Inch (Chairman) and 
Pennington 
 

  Officers 
 

Head of Operational Services, Crematorium Manager, Secretary 
and Accountant. 
 

(a) APOLOGIES 
 
Apologies were received from Councillor Davis and S. Hearse – Treasurer 
 
(b) MINUTES 
 
(i) RESOLVED that the minutes of the meeting held on 9th August 2019 
(previously circulated) be approved as a correct record and signed by the 
Chairman. 
 
(ii) Matters Arising – There were no matters arising 
 
The Chairman referred to the recent article in the ND Gazette regarding the 
works to improving the paths disturbing memorials. The Crematorium 
Manager stated that no memorials were disturbed during the works. 
 
(c) DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
 
There were no declarations of interest declared 
 
(d) CREMATORIUM MATTERS 
 
The Joint Committee considered a report by the Crematorium Manager 
(previously circulated). 
 
i) Update from last meeting 
 
Planning for Replacement Cremation Equipment 
 
The Crematorium Manager reported that the life expectancy of the existing  
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cremation equipment had been revised by the manufacturer to be  
approximately 20 years, a further 12 years from now. Parts of the system may 
need replacing earlier, some later. 
The cost today would be about £750,000 to replace them completely with 
equivalent equipment. Allowing for a 3% annual rate of inflation, the total cost 
would be about £1,100,000 in 2031.  
 
At the current rate the fund would build a reserve for replacement of  
£1,600,000 in 12 years (existing £400,000 plus 12 years of £100,000 per  
year). This supported a reduction in the rate at which funds were being added 
to the equipment reserve. 
 
On the presumption of the same technology like for like’ replacement there 
were two options: 
 

 1. Reduce the amount added to reserve to £60,000 per year (reaching 
£1,120,000 in 2031). 

 

 2. Reduce the amount added to reserve to £80,000 per year – allowing 
for major cremator re-brick costs to be automatically funded from the 
reserve.  
 

He further reported one cremator was due to be re-lined this year and the 
other next year. £40,000 had been identified for each cremator to be re-lined. 
He had however been advised that for an additional £20,000 per cremator 
they could be re-lined with new technology which would give a longer life 
expectancy and be more cost effective in the long term. This would however 
give a budget short fall in this year of £20,000 and require additional funding 
of £20,000 in next year’s budget. 
 
RESOLVED: 
 
(A) that option 2 be adopted as this would allow a high degree of certainty 
 around major maintenance expenditure and reduce the variance in 
 surpluses year on year. 
 
(B) that the cremators be re-lined with the new technology and the 
 additional £20,000 in this year’s budget be approved. 
 
ii) Solar Panels 
 
It was noted that costs were still being investigated 
 
iii) Achievements 
 
It was noted that  
 

 The annual internal audit of the crematorium conducted by Mazars 
Risk & Assurance Services had identified no concerns and no issues to 
be addressed 
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The Committee congratulated the staff for their hard work in achieving a full 
assurance audit report. 
. 

 The cremator computers had been replaced (aged 8 years) and re-
housed in a better bespoke housing. 

 

 The Music system remote control extenders had been installed in the 
Rowan and Aspen Chapels allowing the chapel attendant to operate 
the system from anywhere surrounding the chapels.  

 

 Additional music system remotes had been installed in each chapel, 
allowing the minister/officiant to control the music from the lectern. 

 

 Williamson bed (a rhododendron bed in Authors) had been cleared, re-
edged and re-planted after consultation with the memorial owners. The 
recycled plastic edging was a long-term solution to replace the short-
lived softwood edging widely used on-site. 

 

 The close-down of the Phillips memorial building had been completed 
with the Phillips family ashes having been interred in a large sanctum 
and the other encased ashes returned to their respective families in 
accordance with their expressed wishes. 

 
 Polyhives had been purchased for the bee colonies. The more 

vulnerable (swarm) colony had already been transferred. It was hoped 
these would offer superior warmth in winter and coolness in summer to 
help them thrive. 

 

iv) Staffing 
 
It was noted that the new Bereavement Administrator had been appointed on 
20th August and had started employment on 23rd September 
 
v) Metals Recycling Charity Award 
 
It was noted that a cheque for £8,000 had been received for the Children’s 
Hospice South West. The formal presentation had been made by Cllr Tony 
Inch on 25th October on behalf of the crematorium. 
 
The next charity to be nominated would be ‘Over and Above’ as previously 
agreed.  
 
Councillor Lovering declared an interest in the North Devon Hospital ‘Over 
and Above’ Charity as she worked in the maternity unit at the hospital 
 
vi) Crematorium Figures 
 
The Cremation figures were noted. 
 
vii) New South West Crematorium 
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It was noted that a pre-application for planning had been submitted for a new 
crematorium just south of Bude. In the event the application proceeded 
without significant disruption a realistic operational date would be 3-5 years.  
 
viii) Emergency Planning 
 
It was noted that recent roadworks outside the crematorium had resulted in an 
unexpected interruption to the power supply. The systems were able to 
complete the cremations in progress despite the power supply and gas being 
cut (automatic safety feature). This was a ‘lucky escape’ and prompted a 
review of how the service could continue in the event of another similar 
incident. Initial investigations suggested that the Aspen’s recent refurb (which 
separated its electric supply board) offered the possibility of a generator back-
up with battery support to cover the initial outage. This would allow the day’s 
services to be completed albeit, only in the smaller chapel. 
 
Investigations on the options/costs were underway. 
 
It was suggested that the use of power from the solar panels be also  
investigated. 
 
ix) Service Improvements 
 
It was noted that an imminent booking software update would enable a ‘Public 
Diary’ capability. This would give the capability for the public and funeral 
directors to search on line for any service (by name) or view all the services 
booked for a specific day. 
The service would be available via a link on the soon to be updated website. 
This was a desirable service that would be widely used and enable a search 
at any time of the day. Private services would be blocked from searching. 

The costs were £1,850 installation plus an annual service charge of £550 
(payable 1st January 2020).  
 
RESOLVED, that the proposal be considered as part of next year’s budget 
considerations. 
 
x) Larkbear Development 
 
The Crematorium Manager reported that the proposals for the road layout, 
bus gate, new footpaths/cycle lanes and parking restrictions for the Larkbear 
development would impact the access to the crematorium were starting to 
emerge. A draft report by DCC on the footpaths was tabled. 
 
RESOLVED that the Crematorium Manager produce a list of concerns on the 
effect of the develop on the Crematorium to be circulated to all Members of 
the Joint Committee, the DCC Ward Members, NDC Ward Members and the 
Leader of North Devon Council 
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xi) Christmas Working 
 
It was noted and agreed that that the Crematorium would operate outside the 
Council closedown period– only closing on Friday 27th December and ‘early 
closing’ on Christmas Eve and New Year’s Eve 
 
(e) PERFORMANCE MONITORING QUARTER 2 2019/20 
 
The Joint Committee considered and noted a report by the Treasurer 
(previously circulated) regarding the performance for Quarter 2 April to 
September 2019/20. 
 
It was agreed that when the outturn figures were available to consider 
whether to reduce the contribution to the Equipment Replacement Reserve to 
£80,000 in 2019/20 or to reduce the contribution from 2020/21 
 
(f) EXCLUSION OF PUBLIC AND PRESS AND RESTRICTION OF 
 DOCUMENTS 
 
RESOLVED: 
 
(a) That under section 100A(4) of the Local Government Act 1972, the  
 public and press be excluded from the meeting for the following item as 
 it involves the likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in  
 Paragraph 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Act (as amended from 
 time to time) namely information relating to the financial or business 
 affairs of any particular person (including the authority holding the  
 information). 
 
(b) That all documents and reports relating to the item be confirmed as  
 ‘Not for Publication’ 
 
(g) FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
 
The Joint Committee considered a report by the Crematorium Manager 
(previously circulated) regarding future development opportunities. 
 
RESOLVED: 
 
a) That in principle the proposal outlined therein be approved and the 
 Crematorium Manager be authorised to prepare a detailed business 
 plan for future consideration. 
 
b) That Phase B project, demolishing the garage/memorial hall and 
 rebuilding storage, be delayed until 2020/21. 
 
 
 
Chairman 
The meeting ended at 3.50 p.m. 
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North Devon Crematorium Memorial 

Gardens Proposed Improvements 2020/21 
 

What did we achieve in 2019? 

Improvements focused on alleviating some of the flooding and uneven footpaths by having 

new free draining resin bonded footpaths laid : 

 From the entrance to the gardens at the top of the site in the Authors and Royals 

sections to the exit of this area.  

 South border to the Poets section, including widening for an accessible footpath.  

 Pergola path turning at half way to meet the exit point of the Royals section thus 

joining it up.  

All completed work over the past few years have made a massive impact in the way the 

public view and appreciate them. We get no end of positive comments from visitors which is 

very satisfying. By continuing to invest in the gardens we can only improve our offering and 

reputation whilst ensuring a safe and enjoyable visit to anyone coming on site. 

The deteriorating cover for the flower viewing area is due to be replaced in March. 

A process of replacing the (very quick to rot) timber edging for borders and paths with 

recycled ‘plastic timber’ has started. The initial cost is higher but easily offset by the much 

longer life-expectancy. 
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Plans for 2020/2021 
Having made significant improvements in the gardens over the past few years we feel this 

should continue to enhance our offering by making more improvements to other areas that 

have not seen any changes yet. In order for the gardens to keep pace with the changing 

demands of the general public and a greater awareness and acceptance of this means we 

will need to deliver a place that is accessible and safe for anyone who wants to use this 

facility. 

We have identified some further areas in which we can improve the gardens by ridding 

areas of being constantly wet and slippery by installing new resin bonded footpaths that will 

link into existing areas that have been completed already. I propose that we lift all the slabs 

that surround the green oak gazebo (formally the summerhouse) as this is a particularly wet 

area and the slabs can become very slippery due to algae growth, we have already had part 

of the work done to combat a persistent puddle by laying down the plastic gridding and 

infilling with stone, this has already got rid of the wetness so just needs a smart surface to 

finish off. 

 

The ground work is 

already complete and 

has taken the flooding 

issue away with it.  

A resin bonded surface 

needs to be added to 

complete this section. 

Slabs to be lifted and 

base to be prepared 

with gridding and 

stone infill, resin 

bonded surface to be 

laid to tie in with 

existing new footpath. 
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Summary of work required. 

 Lift slabs and remove from site  

 Excavate, level and compact area 

 Lay down plastic grids and fill with stone for drainage and finish with resin bonded 

surface. £7000 

 Finish off area already prepared with a resin surface £4875 

 This job will include a small section of path between the pergola path and the top pond 

Our next area to look at regarding improvements will take us back into the Authors and 

royals sections, this is not an access improvement rather an improvement to the way the 

area looks and to have an impact on the amount of time that we maintain the area. The 

hedges in these areas have been deteriorating quite rapidly over the past few years, being a 

coniferous hedge it does not regenerate where it has died off and as such it looks untidy and 

tired. I propose we remove the remaining conifer hedges and replace with both fencing (as 

has been installed around the perimeter of the site) and some new hedging where the 

boundary of the authors section will meet the field.  By doing this we will improve our 

security of the site to the woodland side and create additional memorial space where the 

hedge is removed from the top end of the Authors. 
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Summary of work required 

 Remove hedges approx. 60m and remove from site 

Approximate cost £1250 

 Grind out stumps £1000 

 Erect featheredge fence along woodland border to 180cm  

Approx. 35m @ £60per metre £2100 

This hedge to be removed and 

replaced with a featheredge fence 

to 6ft, improving site security and 

reducing maintenance.  

Once this hedge is removed I would like to move the boundary to the line of the 

old deer fence and plant a new hedge that is more forgiving than a conifer one. 

Once the hedge is removed and stumps ground out we will be left with a sizable 

area to put in new memorials. To be a mixture of different options. 
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 Edge and plant out new memorial bed and make good other areas disturbed by 

hedge removal £2500 

 Plant new hedge £15per m total of 35 metres £525 supply planting compost, grit for 

drainage and fertiliser £750 

The one remaining wet area on site is the path that runs down the back of the site parallel 

with the woodland known to us on site as the back stretch. It is an old grit path that has 

been topped up many times over the years. It doesn’t take much traffic so we will not use 

the resin bonded surface as a solution. The problem is that the surface has become 

contaminated with soil and debris and moss and weeds grow freely within it. Water also 

runs down the path to the drainage channel put in a few years ago. This water tends to 

mainly come out of the grass bank during heavy rain events. I propose that the surface is 

scalped and made good by putting down plastic grids, filling with a clean stone much as in 

the same way that has been done for the preparation for resin bonded footpaths. This will 

allow the water to run through the path and not on the surface. To compliment this work I 

propose the small sections of lonicera and privet hedging are removed as it serves no 

purpose now there is a fence that protects the site border. Further tree work is required 

along the border to allow more light into the site.  

 

 

 

Summary of work required. 

 Remove hedge and root systems and make good for grass seeding £1000 

 Clear old grit surface, level and compact ground using type 1 hard-core £2000 

 Lay ACO grids and fill with clean stone total length 60m £3000 

 Survey trees and thin and remove as advised £1200 

 

The path is very messy and 

unsafe at times due to the moss 

and algae that grows on it. The 

small sections of hedging to the 

right hand side need removing 

and the ground left good for 

edging and re grass seeding. 
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Two further areas of the gardens will benefit from an upgrade to resin bonded paths. Width 

will be created in one area and the other will take away the trip hazards associated with 

paving slabs and will continue to give us a trunk route around the site that has the best 

possible surface for all users of the site. The first path leads from the office down to the 

gardeners shed and just beyond. This path is a paving slab surface that is uneven and has 

large gaps between them which enables moss and weeds to grow freely. The second of 

these areas comes from the far exit of the circle down the slope towards woodland walk 

then along the outside of the poet’s hedge line to meet up by the summerhouse section. 

Again the path is made up from paving slabs that are uneven. A small section of this path 

will need widening into and existing lawn to give a 1.2m width. 

                                     

 

Slabs have been down a long time and are uneven in places, putting down a resin bonded 

path will improve the aesthetics of the area as well as making it a safe surface to travel 

on. 
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Summary of work required 

 Lift slabs make level and compact 

 Lay grids and fill with clean stone  

 Haunch in new edging  

 Widen where required 

 Lay resin surface total cost £20000 

 

 

 

 

Table summary of proposed work 

 

Section Element Work 
proposed 

Risk 
level 

Cost 
per 

Total 
cost 

Timescale Comments 

Painters Footpaths/drainage Upgrade 
surface 

Med  £11875  H&S 

Authors/royals Hedges Remove 
hedge/install 
fence 

med n/a £8125 Summer 
2020 

Improve security 

Back stretch Footpath Upgrade 
surface 

High  £7200 Spring 
2020 

H&S 
access 

Composers Footpaths Upgrade 
surface 

Low  £20000 Autumn 
2020 

Access 

This section of path will need 

widening into the grass on the right 

hand side. It is not necessary for the 

hedge to be removed at this time. 
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      Total 
cost 

£47,200 (plus 
prelims 
/contingency) 
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7
th

 February 2020 

Crematorium Matters – Manager’s Report 

Update from Previous Minutes 

Solar Panels 

No developments – surveyors department still investigating. 

Achievements 

The replacement flower area cover for Aspen Chapel has been ordered after the procurement process. 

Installation will be completed by the end of March. The first cremator re-line will be carried out at the same time 

to minimize the period of noise disruption which is being managed by a closure of Aspen chapel. 

Staffing 

One of the three technicians has tendered his resignation, effective at the end of March. The recruitment 

process is underway.  

The lead medical referee (a statutory post) is retiring in April. It is unclear whether an existing deputy will take 

on the role or whether a replacement will be sought.  

Metals Recycling Charity Award 

Over and Above (maternity bereavement suite) has been nominated for the next award (July) as previously 
agreed. Subsequent nomination list: 
 
Clarity 
North Devon Cancer Care Centre Trust 
Families in Grief 
North Devon Children’s Holiday Foundation 
North Devon Hospice 
Cruse 
Children’s Hospice SW 
Over and Above (North Devon Hospital – Maternity Unit Bereavement Suite) 
 
Two additional requests have been received to be added to the scheme: 
 

1) The Calvert Trust who provide outdoor experiences on Exmoor to those with life limiting and terminal 
conditions. Activities are fully accessible and include sailing, carriage driving recumbent cycling, 
archery, abseiling. Whole families are supported and can attend together with the main guest and as a 
consequence they provide a boost to all those affected by the conditions. Members are asked to 
consider including the Calvert Trust for an award. 

 
2) Over and Above have made a request for a further award on the basis that they support multiple 

projects simultaneously. Their latest project is to raise funds to build a new Cancer and Wellbeing 
Centre. The new centre will extend support to North Devon patients who are not being treated in Exeter 
(who have their own unit for RDE patients only). It will offer counselling, bereavement support, 
complimentary facilities, support group, accommodation for visitors etc. Once set up the ongoing costs 
will be £120k p.a.  
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The committee are asked to consider whether to approve adding either or both these applications, 
reviewing existing nominations if they consider necessary. 

 
 

 

Cremation Figures 

  2010-
2011 

2011-
2012 

2012-
2013 

2013-
2014 

2014-
2015 

2015-
2016 

2016-
2017 

2017-
2018 

2018-
2019 

2019-
2020 

April 125 109 102 161 125 139 163 117 150 121 

May 90 111 123 117 135 118    126 138 136 137 

June 103 129 116 102 123 143    125 129 127 127 

July 99 107 111 121 106 111    126 142 133 128 

Aug 83 116 106 117 100 109  114 120 106 118 

Sept 111 88 104 107 122 127  121 127 106 114 

Oct 97 102 101 98 125 140  127 137 132 129 

Nov 115 116 129 96 120 108  157 135 127 115 

Dec 107 88 100 98 120 128  123 131 119 113 

Jan 169 143 159 164 142 131 158 182 169 147 

Feb 140 127 121 116 154 136 137 175 143  

Mar 117 132 144 127 157 151 162 164 145  

Total 1356 1368 1416 1424 1529 1541  1639 1697 1593  

 

Garden Improvements 2020/21 

For detail of the proposals please see the ‘Gardeners Report – 2020/21 Projects’.  

The replacement oak structure listed above in achievements cost significantly more than the quote previously 

obtained due to a near doubling of oak costs. The deteriorating condition of the existing structure meant delay 

was not possible. It was therefore decided to delay the new covered area for Rowan flower area (sails) and 

incorporate that element into this year’s proposals. 

It is proposed to focus primarily on improving/widening paths and removing flood risks. As above, the next 

priority will be to improve the mourners’ experience by retaining the Rowan exit improvements from last year. 

And lastly some works to improve boundary security in view of imminent Larkbear development, taking the 

opportunity to create new memorial opportunities by adding new beds.  

The committee are asked to approve these proposals. 

 

Section Element Works Priority Cost (plus 15% 

prelims/contingency) 

Cumulative cost 

Painters Footpaths

/drainage 

Upgrade surface 1 £13,000 £13,000 
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Back 

Stretch 

Footpath Upgrade Surface 1 £8280 £21,280 

Compos

ers 

Footpaths Upgrade Surface 1 £23,000 £44,280 

Rowan 

Exit 

area 

Shelter Install sail shelters 

(rain/wind/sun) 

2 £13,500 £57,780 

Authors

/Royals 

Hedges Remove hedge, new 

fence and memorial 

beds 

2 £9343 £67,123 

 

Larkbear Development – Traffic Management 

Devon County Council have indicated that they intended to remind the developers in late January 2020 that 

they have until June 2020 (9 months from 26th September 2019 when planning was approved) to apply for, 

achieve approval and execute the approved highways scheme works. At this stage no TRO application has 

been put forward for consultation. 

Cameo 

The application for the 2019 round of CAMEO (mercury abatement scheme) has been submitted on the basis 

of 1524 abated cremations. There were 1616 abated cremations in 2018. 
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NORTH DEVON CREMATORIUM JOINT COMMITTEE 

 
7th February 2020 

 
REPORT OF TREASURER 

 
PERFORMANCE MONITORING QTR 3 2019/2020 

 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1. This report presents the financial performance information for April to December 

2019/2020. 
 
 

2. RECOMMENDATION 
 

2.1. It is recommended that the performance for April to December 2019/2020 be 
noted. 

 

 
3. REPORT 

 
3.1. A summary of the Expenditure and Income for the period April to December is 

shown below together with the Original and Profiled Estimates.  Also shown is the 

projected outturn and projected outturn variance. 
 

3.2.  
 Original 

Budget 

2019/20 

Profiled 

Budget 

(Qtr 3) 

Actual 

Apr:Dec 

Variance 

(under) 

/over 

Projected 

Outturn 

Projected 

Outturn 

Variance 

 £ £ £ £ £ £ 

Premises 259,710 194,783 145,932 (48,851) 282,797 23,087 

Transport 1,000 750 588 (162) 784 (216) 

Supplies & Services 174,060 130,545 125,079 (5,466) 167,944 (6,116) 

Central 

Support/Employees 

303,050 227,288 217,402 (9,886) 292,431 (10,619) 

Total Expenditure 737,820 553,366 489,001 (64,365) 743,956 6,136 

Fees 1,076,480 807,360 787,340 (20,020) 1,068,241 (8,239) 

Sales 100,270 75,203 68,095 (7,108) 90,793 (9,477) 

Interest 3,750 2,813 3,355 542 4,474 724 

CAMEO* 5,000 3,750 6,333 2,583 6,333 1,333 

Miscellaneous 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total Income 1,185,500 889,126 865,123 (24,003) 1,169,841 (15,659) 

Cont Earmarked 

Reserves 

0 

 

0 0 0 0 0 

Cont to Equip 

Replacement Res 

100,000 75,000 75,000 0 100,000 0 

Distribution NDC 208,608 156,456 156,456 0 208,608 0 

Distribution TDC 139,072 104,304 104,304 0 139,072 0 

Surplus/(Deficit) 0 0 40,362 40,362 (21,795) (21,795) 

* Crematoria Abatement of Mercury Emissions Organisation Page 20



 
3.3. Qtr 3 is showing expenditure £64,365 under the profiled budget and income is 

£24,003 lower than the profiled budget giving a net variance of £40,362 increased 
surplus.  However, the anticipated variance for full year is £21,795 deficit.  If this 

deficit materialises this can be funded by either reducing the contribution to the 
Equipment Replacement Reserve to £80,000, funding from this reserve or 
reducing the surplus distributed to the constituent authorities.  A decision can be 

made once the final outturn figures are available. 
 

3.4. The main budget variances are discussed below: 
 

3.4.1. Premises – Underspends relate to grounds repairs and maintenance and the 

hearth replacement.  However, works are planned to be undertaken during Qtr 
4, including the hearth replacement.  Full year projections are showing over 

budget by £23,087.  This relates primarily to the additional £20,000 cost for the 
enhanced hearth replacement which was approved at the previous joint 
committee meeting.  Utilities are also projected to be slightly over budget. 

 
3.4.2. Supplies & Services – The profiled budget underspend and the full year 

projected underspend relates to various budgets. 
 

3.4.3. Central Support/Employees – The underspends relate to a period of time with 
a staff vacancy. 

 

3.4.4. Income – Income from cremation fees is lower due to the lower number of 
services in Qtr 2 and Qtr 3.  Income from sales is lower than both the profiled 

and full year budget. 
 
3.4.5. CAMEO – The receipt from Crematoria Abatement of Mercury Emissions 

Organisation CAMEO was £6,333, which is higher than the budget of £5,000. 
 

 
3.5. Reserves and balances.  The current amounts held by the joint crematorium 

committee and projected balances are: 

 
 Crem 

Earmarked 
Reserve 

Equipment 

Replacement 
Reserve 

General 

Reserve 

 £ £ £ 

Balance 31st March 2019 341,478 300,000 100,000 

Budgeted Contribution 2019/20 0 100,000 0 

Projected Balance 31st March 2020 341,478 400,000 100,000 

 
These figures do not include the projected additional deficit identified in 3.2 above of 

£21,795. 
 
Mark Knight 

23rd January 2020 
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    Appendix 1 

Crematorium Cremation 
Fee 

Direct 
Cremation 
Fee 

Extra 
Service 
time 

Early (or late) 
Service  
Fee 
 

Fee includes (show fee 
where extra) 

Anticipated date 
For price increase 
And new fees 

Torbay  
£995 (45min 
slot) 

 
£650 

 
£400 

 
N/A 

 Urn 

 Environment fee 

 Organist No 
organist 

 Music system 

 Disposal ashes 

 Medref fee 

 Chapel Att 

 
April 2020 

Bodmin  
£999 (60 min 
slot 
 
£850 (reduced 
service fee 
9.30am) 

 
£675 
(Attended) 

 
50% of full 
fee 

 
£499 
(Unattended) 

 Urn 

 Environment fee 

 Organist no 
orgainst 

 Music system 

 Disposal ashes 

 Medref fee 

 Chapel Att 

 
May 2020 

Exeter  
£999 (60 min 
slot) £999 (60 
min slot 
 
£850 (reduced 
service fee 
9.30am) 

 
£675 
(attended) 

 
50% of full 
fee 

 
£499 
(unattended) 

 Urn 

 Environment fee 

 Organist No 
orgainist 

 Music system 

 Disposal ashes 

 Medref fee 

 Chapel Att 

 
May 2020 

East Devon  
£700 (30min 
slot) 
£895 (40 min) 

 
£550 (0830 
– 0930am ) 

 
£355 (30 
min) 
 
£450 for 
memorial 
service (no 
organist) 

 
N/A 

 Urn 

 Environment fee 

 Organist £65 
charge 

 Music system 

 Disposal ashes 

 Medref fee 

 Chapel Att 

 
Under review 

Taunton  
£795.00 
(10am to 
4pm) 
 
£745.00 (9 or 
9.30 am ) 

 
£675.00 (no 
attendance) 

 
£986.00 1 
Hour 
service 

 
£550.00 (8am, 
no 
attendance) 

 Urn £18 scatter 
tube 

 Environment fee 

 Organist Not 
provided 

 Music system 

 Disposal ashes 

 Medref fee 

 Chapel Att 

 
April 2020 

North Devon  
£680 

 
£499 
(8.15am) 

 
£170 (can 
also be 
memorial 
service 
with 
organist) 

 
£580 (8.30am 
attended) 

 Environment fee 

 Organist 

 Music system 

 Disposal ashes 

 Medref fee 

 Chapel Att 

 
April 2020 
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 Appendix 2  

 

NORTH DEVON CREMATORIUM 
FEES & CHARGES  

1 APRIL 2020 – 31 MARCH 2021 

 
CREMATION FEES(Casket added where applicable – previously charged separately)

                

 2019/20 2020/21 

Adult (age 18 and over)* £680 £715 

Child* No Fee No Fee 

Cremation delivery fee or Walk-Through/No Service (before 9.00am) £580 £615 

Direct Cremation (no mourners or service) £499 £530 

Service extension/ Memorial Service for 30 minutes incl. Organist £170 £200 

Funeral Director Charge for service over run £220 £250 

Service cancellation within 72hrs of service £170 £170 
* Cremation fee includes:- Cremation, Environmental Fees, use of Chapel, Waiting Room etc., 
services of Chapel Attendant, Music System, Organist (if available), Medical Referee’s Fee & Disposal 
of Cremated Remains in Gardens, or Cardboard Casket (additional £7 for scatter tube). 

WEBCAST /TRIBUTE SERVICES  

Live  £30 £30 Webcast of service via internet 

Live, 28 Days Watch Again, 
Service Download 

£45 £45 Webcast, watch again for 28 days and 
downloadable MP4 copy to keep 

Physical Copy (DVD/Blu-Ray/USB 
Stick) 

£50 £50 A copy to keep (2-3 week delivery) 

 

Single ‘Halo’ Photo £12 Free As single photo (shown throughout) 

Simple Slideshow £38 £38 Slide show max 25 pics (once or on loop) 

Professional Photo Tribute £70 £70 Slide show max 25 pics with music (played once) 

Professional Photo Tribute Extra Pics £21 £21 Per additional 25 pictures 

Family Supplied Video Checking £18 £18 Checking supplied video (played once) 

Physical Copy of Pro Photo Tribute £21 £25 Copy recording (DVD, USB) of the Pro Tribute only 

Download Copy of Pro Photo Tribute £10 £10 Downloadable recording of the Pro Tribute only 

Each extra copy of any DVD/USB £25 £25 For each extra copy of ordered DVD/USB 

Extra Work £21 £21 Adding video to Pro photo Tribute or non standard 

ADDITIONAL BIODEGRADABLE CONTAINERS 

Cardboard Casket £10 £15 

Scatter Tube £20 £22 

Keepsake Tube £10 £10 
NOTE: Plastic urn deleted for environmental reasons 

BURIAL OF CREMATED REMAINS 

Placement Fee when returned 12 months or more following cremation £50 £50  

Placement Fee when cremation took place elsewhere £99 £99  

Temporary Deposit per month after the first month £15 £15  
NOTE: £35 witness fee deleted and added to cost of ‘ash holding’ memorials 

BOOK OF REMEMBRANCE 

2 Lines £57 £60 

5 Lines £95 £100 

8 Lines £125 £130 

5 Lines with a Picture & Emblem £190 £200 

8 Lines with a Picture & Emblem £217 £230 
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 Appendix 2  

 

MEMORIALS – 10 YEAR INITIAL LEASE PERIOD / RENEWAL OPTION (£35 
Witness Fee Added where applicable – previously charged separately) 

Please note: plaque purchase may be required, see overleaf.   + Witness 

Sanctum - an above ground vault (for up to two sets of ashes) £999 £1035 £1035 

Pear Tree (for up to two sets of ashes) £423 £470 £470 

Standard Rose/Climbing Plant (for up to two sets of ashes) £319 £365 £365 

Rose Bush/Shrub (for up to two sets of ashes) £299 £345 £345 

Memorial Tower £210 £255 £234 

Vase Block £234 £240 £255 

Granite Mushroom (one of three or five dedications per mushroom) £197 £230 £230 

Children’s Teddy Memorial £159 £160 £160 

Exclusive Bench (max 3 plaques)  New £735 £735 

Shared Bench  £175 £215 £215 

Memorial Branch £117 £120 £120 

Please Note: Plaque purchase required – see table below    

 
PLAQUES 

Acrylic plaques (for garden use/benches) £65 £70 

Bronze plaques (for garden use) £135 £140 

Granite plaque for Sanctum first 80 letters only (extra at £3.00 each) £160 £165 

Granite plaque for Vase Block £129 £135 

Granite plaque for Memorial Tower £96 £100 

Granite plaque for Children’s Teddy Memorial (varying sizes) prices from £83 £83 

Granite disc for Granite Mushroom £101 £105 

Bronze finish leaf for Memorial Branch £49 £55 

 
5 YEAR RENEWAL OPTION 

Pear Tree / tree £223 £240 

Standard Rose/Climber £167 £180 

Rose Bush/Shrub      £158 £165 

Vase Block     £124 £135 

Memorial Tower £111 £125 

Granite Mushroom (one of three or five dedications per mushroom) £98 £110 

Children’s Teddy Memorial £84 £85 

Exclusive Bench New £400 

Shared Bench  £92 £110 

Memorial Branch  £62 £70 

Phillips Memorial (renewal only) £92 £100 

Bird Box (renewal only) £68 £80 

Bird Bath/Sundial (renewal only) £155 £170 

Please note:    All ashes are buried loosely in the ground. 
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NORTH DEVON CREMATORIUM JOINT COMMITTEE 

 
7th February 2020 

 
REPORT OF TREASURER 

 
BUDGET 2020/2021 

 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1. This report forecasts the final estimated position for 2019/20 

and recommends the budgets for 2020/2021 for consideration 
by the Joint Committee. 

 

 
 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

2.1. The Joint Committee is recommended to: 
 

2.1.1.Approve the basic cremation charge of £715 or any other 
amount as deemed appropriate by the Joint Committee for 

2020/2021 as detailed in paragraph 6.1. 
 

2.1.2.Approve the 2020/2021 Budgets as set out in paragraph 3 
of the report. 

 
2.1.3.Approve the other fees and charges as detailed in 

paragraph 6.3 and Appendix 2. 

 
2.1.4.Approve the distribution of surpluses for 2019/20 of 

£347,680 to the constituent authorities as set out in table 
3 and 7.1.  £208,608 to North Devon Council and 

£139,072 to Torridge District Council. 
 

2.1.5.Approve the transfer of £100,000 to the Equipment 
Replacement Reserve. 
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3. BUDGET SUMMARY 

 

 Actual 

2018/2019 
£ 

Budget 

2019/2020 
£ 

Probable 

2019/2020 
£ 

Budget 

2020/2021  
£ 

Premises 225,975 259,710 282,797 285,740 
Transport 695 1,000 784 1,000 
Supplies & Services 157,387 174,060 167,944 188,630 
Central Support & 

Employees 
264,294 303,050 292,431 310,540 

Total Expenditure 

 
648,351 737,820 743,956 785,910 

Fees 1,091,602 1,076,480 1,068,241 1,121,890 
Sales 90,934 100,270 90,793 99,180 
Interest 2,354 3,750 4,474 4,000 
CAMEO* 6,344 5,000 6,333 4,000 
Miscellaneous 1,161 0 0 0 
Total Income 

 
1,192,395 1,185,500 1,169,841 1,229,070 

Contribution to 

Earmark Reserve 
30,000 0 0 

 
0 

 
Contribution to 

Equipment 

Replacement Res 

100,000 100,000 100,000 95,480 

Distribution NDC 220,608 208,608 208,608 208,608 
Distribution TDC 147,072 139,072 139,072 139,072 
Surplus/(Deficit) 46,364 0 (21,795) 0 

* Crematoria Abatement of Mercury Emissions Organisation 

 
 

4. PROBABLE ESTIMATE 
 

4.1. The probable estimate for 2019/20 predicts a deficit of 
£21,795 after the surplus distribution is made to the two 

constituent authorties. 
 

 
5. ESTIMATES 2020/2021 

 
5.1. No general inflationary increase has been applied to the 

2020/21 expenditure budgets.  Budgets that involve staff 

have been increased in line with the anticipated pay award for 
2020/21 

 
5.2. All budgets have been reviewed and set in line with current 

activity and anticipated future spend.  Buildings and grounds 
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maintenance budgets have been set in line with the 

maintenance programme.  A budget of £62k has been 
included for 2020/21 for a hearth replacement to one of the 

cremators. 
 

5.3. For the purpose of the 2020/21 budget the estimated number 
of cremations is 1,550, which was used for the 2019/20 

budget. 
 

 
6. FEES AND CHARGES 2020/2021 

 
6.1. It is proposed to increase the cremation fee to £715 for 

2020/21.  It is proposed to include the charge for a standard 
cardboard casket within the cremation fee from 2020/21.  The 

proposed charge of £715 represents an increase of 2.94% 

plus the 2020 price of a cardboard casket at £15.  The current 
prices for neighbouring crematoria are detailed in appendix 1 

of this report.  The early service price difference is retained at 
£100 less than normal cremation. 

 
6.2. The proposed fees and charges for 2020/21 are attached in 

appendix 2.  Fees and charges have been increased by 3% or 
other amount as deemed appropriate by the Crematorium 

Manager.  However, Webcast/Tribute Services and burial fees 
have been retained at current levels.  Webcast due to the 

supplier’s costs not increasing and burial fees have remained 
to keep the fees in line with other crematoria charges.  The 

current fees for 2019/20 have been included for comparison. 
 

 

 
7. DISTRIBUTION OF SURPLUSES 

 
7.1. The 2020/21 budget allows for £347,680 to be distributed to 

the constituent authorities. 
 

7.2. It is proposed that the surpluses to be distributed in respect 
of 2019/20 are £208,608 to North Devon Council and 

£139,072 to Torridge District Council. 
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8. RESERVE TRANSFER 

 
8.1. The estimate allows for a transfer to the Equipment 

Replacement Reserve of £95,480 at the end of the 2020/21 
financial year.  

 
8.2. A working balance of £100,000 would be maintained, which is 

sufficient in light of the risks facing the Crematorium. 
 

8.3. Projected funds available in the Capital and General Reserves 
are detailed below:  

 
 

 31st March 

2019  

Projected 31st 

March 2020 

Projected 31st 

March 2021 

 £ £ £ 

Crem Earmarked 

Reserve 

341,478 341,478 341,478 

Equipment 

Replacement Res 

300,000 400,000 495,480 

General Reserve 100,000 100,000 100,000 

 741,478 841,478 936,958 

 
8.4 These figures do not include the projected deficit identified in 

3 above of £21,795. 
 

8.5 The Crem Earmarked Reserve was set up to fund capital 

projects within the crematorium.  The remaining balance will 
be available for Phase B (Garage/Memorial Hall). 

 
8.6 The Equipment Replacement Reserve has been established to 

set aside resources to ensure that sufficient funds are 
available when the cremators and filtration equipment reach 

the end of their useful life. 
 

Mark Knight 
23rd January 2020 
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